This paper considers the practical problem in animal carcinogenesis experiments where several treatment groups are compared with a control group in a one-way layout and the observed survival data are subject to random right-censorship. Proposed herein are multiple testing procedures based on two-sample weighted logrank statistics, each comparing an individual treatment with the control, for determining which treatments are more e!ective than the control. The associated p-value of claiming a certain treatment is more e!ective than the control is also discussed. A test-based con"dence set for the scale changes between each treatment and the control is then obtained. The comparative results of a Monte Carlo error rate and power study for small sample sizes are presented. Finally, a numerical example involving renal carcinoma in mice demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed multiple testing procedures and test-based con"dence set.
INTRODUCTION
Statistical procedures for comparing several treatments with a control have been extensively discussed when data are completely observed in a one-way layout (see, for example, Hochberg and Tamhane). In animal carcinogenesis experiments, di!erent therapies (treatments) are usually compared with a standard therapy or placebo (control) to evaluate the e!ect of the treatments on the prolongation of the survival time of animals with a certain established carcinoma. Of particular interest are those treatments in which e!ects exceed that of the control. However, in these studies, survival data are frequently subject to random right-censorship, since the study may be terminated at a pre-assigned time owing to time limitation, or the death may be attributed to a competing risk which is not of interest. Therefore, statistical procedures are needed for the many-to-one comparisons with randomly right-censored survival data.
Multiple testing procedures for the many-to-one comparisons problem with right-censored data have been recently developed. For instance, Chakraborti and Desu used Slepian's inequality to suggest a conservative multiple testing procedure based on Gehan's twosample statistics each comparing an individual treatment with the control. Chen proposed a generalization of Steel's test on the basis of the maximum of Gehan's statistics for the special case of equal censoring. However, the logrank statistic (Mantel) is probably the most commonly used two-sample statistic and Gehan's statistic is a member of the general class of weighted logrank statistics (see, for example, Fleming and Harrington). Chen further extended the Chakraborti}Desu testing procedure on the basis of the two-sample weighted logrank statistics.
In this paper we consider an alternative generalization of Steel's test for the many-to-one comparisons based on the two-sample weighted logrank statistics each comparing an individual treatment with the control. Based on the generalized Steel's test, a con"dence set for the ratios of scale parameters of each treatment and the control in a scale-change model is obtained (Wei and Gail) . In addition, a closed testing procedure (Marcus et al.) is suggested in which the generalized Steel's test is modi"ed. Three special weighted logrank statistics under consideration are Gehan's statistic, the logrank statistic and the Peto}Prentice statistic (Peto and Peto and Prentice) . Moreover, for the conclusion that a certain treatment is more e!ective than the control reached by the proposed testing procedure, the associated p-value de"ned to be the smallest overall signi"cance level for obtaining the conclusion is discussed. Comparative results of a Monte Carlo study investigation demonstrate the relative error rate and power performances of the proposed testing procedures for small sample sizes. Finally, the use of these testing procedures is illustrated with the numerical example involving renal carcinoma in mice described in Section 2.
A RENAL CARCINOMA EXAMPLE
Interleukin 2 (IL-2) and interleukin 12 (IL-12) are potent immunoregulatory cytokines that exhibit anti-tumour activity (see, for example, Gately and Maas et al.) . Preliminary evidence further suggests that combined administration of IL-12 and IL-2 may yield greater anti-tumour activity than that observed with either agent alone (see, for instance, Rossi et al.) . To evaluate the ability of IL-2, IL-12 and combination regimens of IL-2 and IL-12 to induce regression of established primary and metastatic murine renal carcinoma (Renca) tumours, Wigginton et al. conducted an animal experiment. Forty BALB/c mice administered an internal injection of 1;10 Renca cells and developing subcutaneous primary Renca tumours were divided into four groups to receive no treatment (control), IL-2 (300 000 IU given twice daily one day per week) alone, IL-12 (0)5 g given on a daily basis) alone, or IL-12 in combination with IL-2. The measurement of record for each group was the survival time after tumour injection. However, the mice survived and experienced tumour regression at the end of the study, yielding censored data.
In this study, the anti-tumour activity of IL-12 in combination with IL-2, IL-2 or IL-12 alone on regression of the established Renca tumours needs to be evaluated. Whether treatment with IL-12 plus IL-2 displays greater anti-tumour activity against the established Renca tumours than either IL-12 or IL-2 alone also needs to be investigated. To this end, testing procedures preserving a correct overall signi"cance level are needed for determining simultaneously which of IL-2 alone, IL-12 alone, and the combined administration of IL-12 and IL-2, comparing to the control, can yield anti-tumour activity against the Renca tumours. Testing procedures holding a correct overall signi"cance level are also required for simultaneously comparing the combined IL-12 and IL-2 with IL-12 alone and IL-2 alone. Note that the involving multiple comparisons are, in fact, corresponding to the many-to-one comparisons.
PROPOSED TESTING PROCEDURES
Let S G be the survival function of the ith group, i"0, 1, 2 , m. Suppose that the zero population (i"0) is the control and the other m populations are treatments. In such a setting with rightcensored data, we only observe the bivariate vectors (X GS ,
GS is the minimum of the survival time and the associated censoring time, and GS is the indicator of censorship, which is one if the observation is not censored, and zero otherwise. In this paper, speci"cally, we are concerned with the many-to-one multiple comparisons problem of determining the treatments which are more e!ective than the control; that is, S G 'S , i"1, 2 , m, when survival data are subject to random right-censorship.
Let ¹ (2(¹ * denote the ordered observed distinct death times in the sample formed by combining the ith and control groups. Let d SI and > SI , k"1, 2 ,¸, u"0, i, denote the number of observed deaths and number at risk, respectively, in sample u at time
and
Then, under signi"cance level , the two-sample weighted logrank tests conclude S G 'S , if
where z( ) is the upper th percentile of the standard normal distribution. Note that taking = G (¹ I )"> >I /(n #n G ) to be the proportion at risk at time ¹ I produces Gehan's statistic, taking = G (¹ I )"1 yields the logrank statistic, and setting = G (¹ I ) to be the Kaplan}Meier survival estimate based on the pooled samples from the ith and the control groups gives the Peto}Prentice statistic. These three special cases of the weighted logrank statistics are of general interest, since they approximate many practical applications and are available in most statistical packages.
To obtain a generalized Steel's many-to-one comparisons procedure which controls the overall signi"cance level or experimentwise error rate (probability of erroneously declaring at least one treatment more e!ective than the control), we need to "nd the percentiles of the distribution of max (; , ; , 2 , ;
. Note that, as speci"ed in the Appendix, the asymptotic null distribution of (; , ; , 2 , ; K ) is an m-variate normal with mean zero and covariance matrix "( GH ), which can be consistently estimated by S. Let (Z , Z , 2 , Z K ) be an m-variate normal vector with mean zero and covariance matrix S. As a generalization of Steel's testing procedure, we suggest
where zmax (m, ) is the upper th percentile of the distribution of max (Z , Z , 2 , Z K ). Obviously, the experimentwise error rate for the procedure (3) is approximately controlled, since
Note that, for any z, the probability P +max (Z , Z , 2 , Z K ))z, can be computed using a program for calculating multivariate normal probabilities (Schervish) . Therefore, the critical value zmax (m, ) can be found such that P +max (Z , Z , 2 , Z K )*z max (m, )," . However, when the m#1 groups under consideration have the same censoring distribution, for the three weight functions considered herein, the result in Chen implies that GH "1, if i"j, and
Moreover, for the particular case of treatment-balanced design with n "c and n "2"n I "n, we observe GH "n/(n#c), if iOj. Therefore, when the assumption of equal censoring is tenable, we recommend using the critical value corresponding to the known covariance matrix "( GH ) which can be computed by using the program in Schervish or found in Gupta for the treatment-balanced design. Also note the conservative procedure based on Slepian's inequality proposed by Chen:
where
Suppose that the survival times in the m#1 groups satisfy the scale-change model; that is,
to be the ratios of the scale parameters of the ith treatment group and the control. Let
, respectively. Therefore, by applying the results in Wei and Gail, an approximate (1! );100 per cent con"dence set for "( , , 2 , K ) based on the test in (3) is given by
where G is the smallest value of a such that
If only a signi"cance testing procedure is of interest, a stepwise comparison is then required which is generally more powerful than a single step procedure. For the problem considered herein, the class of null hypotheses H"+H (P),, where H (P): (S G "S for i in P) and P is any subset of +1, 2, 2 , k,, is closed under intersection in the sense that both H (P) and H (Q) in H implies the intersection of H (P) and H (Q) also in H. Therefore, to determine which treatments are more e!ective than the control with right-censored survival data, a closed testing procedure (Marcus et al.) can be constructed which includes separate -level tests of individual H (P) applied in a step-down manner. Let ; (; (2(; I be the ordered ; G 1s and let d G be the antirank of i, that is, ; G "; BG . Denote by zmax ((i), ) the upper th percentile of the distribution of max (Z B , Z B , 2 , Z BG ). Consequently, a closed testing procedure is obtained:
provided that ; H *zmax ( j )), ) for j'i. This procedure continues until ; I (zmax((k), ) for some k"1, 2, 2 , m. Finally, we declare at an approximate experimentwise error rate , that only the treatment labelled by d I> , 2 , d K are more e!ective than the control. Note that the p-value of a single test is the smallest signi"cance level which leads to a rejection of the null hypothesis. For the many-to-one comparisons procedure with the conclusion that a certain treatments are better than the control, the associated p-value is then de"ned to be the smallest experimentwise error rate at which the testing procedure reaches the conclusion. Let
The p-value of the generalized Steel's procedure in (3) with the conclusion that the treatments labelled by d
are more e!ective than the control is then given by P +max (; , ; , 2 , ; K )*u BI> ,"H , which can be approximated by
where the vector (Z , Z , 2 , Z K ) is, again an m-variate normal vector with mean zero and covariance matrix S. Following the results in Dunnett and Tamhane, let
Then, the approximate p-value of the closed test in (6) with the conclusion that the treatments labelled by d I> , 2 , d K are more e!ective than the control is obtained as
Also note that procedures in (3) and (6) have the same experimentwise error rate and experimentwise power (probability of correctly detecting at least one treatment which is better than the control). Meanwhile, since zmax((i), ) is increasing in i, the closed testing procedure in (6) would have a greater comparisonwise power (probability of correctly declaring all treatments which are better than the control) than does the generalized Steel's procedure in (3). However, the closed testing procedure, as a stepwise procedure, cannot be used for constructing a con"dence set for the ratios of scale parameters in the scale-change model. Furthermore, procedures (3)}(6) are allowed to employ two-sample weighted logrank statistics with di!erent weight functions.
All the procedures mentioned above are appropriate for the situation where the treatments are expected to be at least as good as the control (right-sided comparisons). However, when it is expected that the control is at least as good as the treatments (left-sided comparisons) or there is at least one treatment which is di!erent from the control (two-sided comparisons), the procedures in (3)}(6) should be modi"ed as stated in the Appendix.
MONTE CARLO STUDY

Discussion of study
A Monte Carlo study was performed to examine the relative level and power performances of the generalized Steel's testing procedure SMAX in (3), the conservative test CHEN in (4), and the closed testing procedure CLOSE in (6) for comparing several treatments with a control when observations are subject to random right-censorship. For simplicity, we only considered procedures based on two-sample weighted logrank statistics with the same type of weight functions. The level performances of these tests were evaluated by the experimentwise error rate and their power performances were assessed by both the experimentwise and comparisonwise powers.
In this study, we considered k"3 treatments with sample sizes n "c, n "2"n "n. We employed (c, n)" (10, 10) , (20, 20) , (30, 30) and (30, 20) in the level study, and (c, n)" (20, 20) and (30, 20) in the power study. Exponential and log-normal distributions were considered as survival time distributions and the uniform distribution over (0, R) was used as the censoring distribution. Appropriate uniform, normal and exponential variates were generated by using the IMSL routines RNUN, RNNOR and RNEXP, respectively. The necessary log-normal variates were then given by the exponential of the normal variates. In the level study, the standard exponential distribution and the log-normal distribution with zero normal mean and normal standard deviation "1/2 were considered. In the power study, we used exponential distributions with various values of scale parameters G 's and log-normal distributions with normal standard deviation "1/2 but di!erent values of normal means G 's. Note that the exponential distribution represents the proportional hazards model and the log-normal distribution corresponds to location shifts in log survival times. In fact, the log-normal distributions considered in the power study have di!erent hazards at early times. Various values of R which correspond to the probability of censorship (the probability that survival time is greater than the censoring time), p, as 0)10 and 0)30 were considered in the level study, the corresponding uniform distributions were then employed as censoring distributions in the power study. For example, when survival time distribution is the standard exponential and p"0)1, R"9)901. For the log-normal distribution with zero normal mean and normal standard deviation "1/2, R"3)756 corresponds to p"0)3. Note that the censoring probabilities were "xed for each population in the level study, while they may be di!erent for the populations involved in the power study due to di!erent life time distributions.
For each of these settings, 5000 replications were used to obtain the estimated experimentwise error rates or both the experimentwise and comparisonwise powers under the nominal level "0)05. Therefore, the maximum standard error for the estimate is around 0)007 (+(+(0)5 (0)5)/5000,). In fact, under the nominal level "0)05, the standard error for the estimated error rate is about 0)003 (+((0)05) (0)95)/5000,). We then indicate, by #(!) signs, whenever the estimated error rate is two or more standard deviations above (below) 0)05. Note that both the SMAX and CLOSE tests have the same experimentwise error rate and power. Therefore, Table I reports the simulated error rates for the SMAX (or CLOSE) and CHEN tests only. Since the CHEN test was found to have a relatively conservative level performance, the simulated experimentwise powers for SMAX (or CLOSE) are presented in Tables II and the  simulated comparisonwise powers for SMAX and CLOSE are reported in Tables III and IV. 
Discussion of results
It can be seen from Table I that the logrank (LR) version of the SMAX or CLOSE test reasonably maintains its level only when the sample size in each group is at least 20. In addition, the SMAX or CLOSE test based on Gehan's (GH) and the Peto}Prentice (PP) statistics hold their levels well across all the situations under consideration. Obviously, the CHEN test tends to be conservative, especially, for the cases with 20 or more observations in each sample.
The power study in Tables II, III and IV indicates that the logrank test is more powerful than either Gehan's or the Peto}Prentice test for exponential distributions. Meanwhile, both the Gehan and Peto}Prentice tests are superior to the logrank test for log-normal distributions. Moreover, although the Peto}Prentice test is better than Gehan's test for exponential distributions, the two tests appear to perform rather similarly for log-normal distributions. Table I . Estimated experimentwise error rates for "0)05, uniform censoring distribution ;(0, R) and n "c, n "n "n "n The comparisonwise power study further demonstrates that the CLOSE test is more powerful than the SMAX test when there are two or more treatments better than the control. The apparent superiority of the CLOSE test over the SMAX test occurs when all the treatments are more e!ective than the control. The SMAX test is slightly better than the CLOSE test when there is only one treatment better than the control and the rest are equally e!ective as the control. This is because that, in this case, the CLOSE test has a greater likelihood of erroneously claiming that there is more than one treatment better than the control.
DATA ANALYSIS
In the renal carcinoma (Renca) tumours study mentioned in Section 2, four groups of mice injected with Renca cells were arranged to receive no treatment (control), IL-2 alone (treatment 1), IL-12 alone (treatment 2) and IL-2 plus IL-12 (treatment 3), respectively. Figure 1 presents the Kaplan}Meier estimates of the survival functions for the four groups of mice.
To assess whether IL-2, IL-12 or IL-2 plus IL-12 displays a greater anti-tumour activity than that exhibited without any agent, the two-sample weighted logrank statistics with the same type of weight function for comparing IL-2, IL-12 or IL-2 plus IL-12 with the control are computed and listed in Table V . However, the plot of the log +!log (Kaplan}Meier survival estimate), in Figure 2 suggests that the proportional hazards model may not be appropriate for the pair of IL-12 and the control, since the vertical distance between the two plots is not a constant. The survival plot in Figure 1 further suggests that the hazards of IL-12 and the control di!er at early times. Therefore, we employ the two-sample Peto}Prentice statistic for comparing IL-12 and the control, but utilize the unweighted logrank statistics for comparing IL-12 and the control as well as IL-2 plus IL-12 and the control. The relevant statistics are also reported in Table V . In addition, to evaluate whether the combined administration of IL-2 and IL-12 yields greater anti-tumour activity against the established Renca tumours than either IL-12 or IL-2 alone, two-sample weighted logrank statistics for comparing IL-2 plus IL-12 (control) with IL-2 along (treatment 1) and IL-12 alone (treatment 2), respectively, are calculated and reported in Table V . An empirical observation from Table V is that the estimated correlations are all relatively close to 0.5, which accounts for why we compare the ; G 1s with the appropriate level "0)05 critical values (zmax (3, 0)05)+2)06, zmax(2, 0)05)+1)92 and zmax(1, 0)05)"1)65) found in Gupta. The critical value used in the CHEN test is z(0)017)"2)12 for three treatments versus a control, while it is z(0)025)"1)96 for comparing two treatments with a control. Both the SMAX and CHEN tests claim that, under "0)05, when compared with the no treatment control, only IL-2 plus IL-12 has an e!ect in regression of Renca tumour, since 3)724, 3)552 and 3)508 are greater than 2)12, but 1)788, 2)004 and 2)024 are all less than 2)06. The CLOSE test based on logrank statistics (1)788(1)92) reaches the same conclusion as that of the SMAX and CHEN tests, while the one based on the Gehan or Peto}Prentice statistics (2)004'1)92 and 2)024'1)92, but Table III . Estimated comparisonwise powers for "0)05, exponential survival distribution, uniform censoring distribution ;(0, R) and n "c, n "n "n "20 exhibit anti-tumour activity against the Renca tumours. However, it is not the case that all the hazard di!erences occur at early times. Therefore, according to the procedure based on di!erent types of two-sample weighted logrank statistics (3)724'2)06, 2)024'1)92 and 1)696'1)65), we conclude that IL-2, IL-12 and IL-2 plus IL-12 all display a greater anti-tumour activity than that exhibited without any agent. Note that, for such a conclusion reached by the SMAX test based on di!erent types of weighted logrank statistics (d
The approximate p-value of the closed test in (6) with the conclusion that all the three treatments are more e!ective than the control is then obtained as p(CLOSE; 1, 2, 3)"max +p(d
To assess the appropriateness of the scale-change models for the three treatments versus a control setting, Figure 3 displays the quantile-quantile plots (Wei and Gail) for IL-2 versus the control, IL-12 versus the control, and IL-2 plus IL-12 versus the control. Note that quantile-quantile pairs do not deviate from linearity. Let ¹ , ¹ , ¹ represent the survival times for the control, IL-2, IL-12 and IL-2 plus IL-12 groups, respectively. The least squared "ts Table IV . Estimated comparisonwise powers for "0)05, log-normal survival distribution, uniform censoring distribution ;(0, R) and n "c, n "n "n "20 Figure 2 . The log +!log (Kaplan}Meier estimate), for the interleukin}tumour example suggested scale-change models for (¹ -27, ¹ -27), (¹ , ¹ ) and ¹ -24, ¹ -24). Let , and be the ratios of the scale parameters for ¹ -27 and ¹ -27, ¹ and ¹ , and ¹ -25 and ¹ -25, respectively. A 95 per cent con"dence set for (  ,  ,  ) , + (  ,  ,  ) : * , * , * , based on the procedure with di!erence types of two-sample weighted logrank statistics then yields ( , , )"(0)91, 0)99, 2)51). Note that these "ndings are in a good agreement with the results of the SMAX test (3)724'2)06, but 2)024(2)06).
Note that the log-log survival plot in Figure 2 reveals that the proportional hazards model is reasonable for the pair of IL-2 alone and IL-2 plus IL-12 or IL-12 alone and IL-2 plus IL-12. Hence, based on two-sample unweighted logrank statistics, the SMAX and CLOSE tests claim, at 
CONCLUSION
This paper presents a generalized Steel's test (SMAX) and a closed multiple testing procedure (CLOSE), which is actually a modi"cation of the generalized Steel's test, based on two-sample weighted logrank statistics to determine which treatments are more e!ective than (or di!erent from) the control when survival data are subject to random right-censorship. When the scalechange model is appropriate for such comparisons, a con"dence set on the basis of the SMAX test for the scale-changes of each treatment group and the control is suggested. However, if only a signi"cance testing procedure is required, the CLOSE test is recommended, since it has a better comparisonwise power performance than the SMAX test in most practical situations. The p-values of the testing procedures are also provided which measure the strength of the evidence for the conclusion that a certain treatment is more e!ective that (or di!erent from) the control.
The appropriate choice of the two-sample weighted logrank statistics in the treatments versus a control setting is the same as that in the two-sample problem which has been extensively discussed (see, for example, Fleming and Harrington). The unweighted logrank statistic should be used when the assumption of proportional hazards is tenable. For testing against early hazard di!erences, both the Gehan and Peto}Prentice statistics are better than the logrank statistic. However, according to Anderson et al. , the weight function used in the Peto}Prentice test depends only on the survival experience, meanwhile the Gehan test uses a weight function that depends on survivals as well as censorings. Therefore, we suggest employing the two-sample Peto}Prentice statistic in comparing the corresponding treatment with the control when their hazards are di!erent at early times. For the situation where hazard di!erence occurs at late times, according to the suggestions made by Fleming and Harrington, the appropriate weight function = G (¹ I ) used in (1) and (2) should be +1!the Kaplan}Meier survival estimate,. Finally, the log}log survival plot shown in Figure 2 is usually employed for checking the proportional hazards model. The survival plots presented in Figure 1 should be helpful for assessing if the hazard di!erence occurs at early or late times.
APPENDIX
Asymptotic null distribution of (U 1 , U 2 , 2 , U m ) 
